Controlling Ligand Surface Density on Streptavidin-Magnetic Particles by a Simple, Rapid, and Reliable Chemiluminescent Test.
The use of functionalized magnetic particles is increasing because they simplify the analytical process and yield promising results in a wide range of applications. Particularly, streptavidin-coated magnetic beads offer the possibility of rapid and very efficient grafting of biomolecules. Unfortunately, current methods to monitor and compute this grafting process are cumbersome and scarce. We describe herein a simple, rapid, and reliable chemiluminescent assay we have developed to check the grafting rate of functionalized magnetic beads. The power of the assay also relies on its ability to predict the amount of ligands required to obtain a precise grafting rate. In addition, results were correlated with a more general parameter in material functionalization characterization like surface ligand density. Finally, the assay was validated for a wide variety of biotinylated biomolecule sizes, ranging from small molecules (around 200 Da) to antibodies (around 150 kDa). This approach will allow a precise quantification and prediction of the functionalization of magnetic particles that is of enormous importance for quality control in many applications.